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PAREDON – CUBA SALTWATER
Sight fishing for the Paredon Grand Slam

Grand

Slam

The Paredon

Going back to the same place the next day I was sure 
that I had lost the fish of my life the day before. But just 
after 12 pm I hook a fish that after 9-10 200 m runs, 
dragging the boat with three men aboard and took us 
7km over the flats for nearly 4h was measured to 87 inch 
or 2m 20cm long. After releasing the fish in the water we 
all just looked at each other and couldn’t believe what 
just had happened! What a Tarpon!

Tight lines / Reid Hagelin
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bonefish, permit and tarpon
Solid Adventures and Planet Fly Fishing, in cooperation with local 
operator Casa Batida travel has got the exclusive rights to develoop 
the sportfishing in Cayo Paredon Grande area. It is located about 
90 km west of Cayo Santa Maria in Villa Clara province in the west 
side of Jardines del Rey. The area has been protected from com-
mercial fishing from many years. 

This is probably the most beautiful fishing area we have seen in 
Cuba. And, even more important, its all for ourselves to enjoy. The 
low fishing pressure makes it easier to get the fish to take the fly.

It offers fantastic and varied fishing for bonefish, permit and 
tarpon. Fishing in Cayo Paredon Grande is just a dream.  Bonefish 
are many and big, fish over 7 or 8 lbs are common and very good 

population of permits is living on the same flats just further away 
in little deeper water.

Finally tarpon are as bonefish, many and big (record 2011 was 
160 lbs) and they can be seen on white flats or deep blue channels 
very near to the bonefish and permit feeding place. Flats has hard 
bottom really very easy to wade Grand Slam is possible to achieve 
every day!

fishinG season
As for Cayo Santa Maria the best season is from end of March 
till the end of July and September/ October but Cayo Paredon 
area has also many sheltered area which make fishing for bonefish 
and permit possible all year long.
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Accommodation is offered in a very 
nice and average size Melia five star 
hotel not far from the fishing areas.
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itinerarY 2012
Friday•	 :	VIP	service	in	Habana	Airport	-	Transfer	to	Hotel	Melia	Habana	
5*.	Accommodation	1	night	and	breakfast

Saturday:	early	transfer	to	domestic	airport	and	flight	to	Cayo	Coco.	•	
Transfer	and	accommodation	7	nights	at	Melia	Cayo	Coco	5*.

Sunday	to	Friday:	transfer	to	the	marina	(30	min)	6	full	days	fishing.	6	•	
boat	available	with	60HP	Yamaha).

Saturday:	flight	to	Havana	and	transfer	to	international	airport.•	

Included: VIP reception in Havana airport, domestic flight, all transfers 
inside Cuba, 8 nights sharing accommodation (Havana 5* Hotel B&B 
and in Cayo Santa Maria 5* Hotel all inclusive), 6 full days fishing shar-
ing a skiff, beverages on board, free fly fishing tackle rental.

Not included: International flight to Havana, beverage and food during 
transfers, tips, visa and airport tax (CUC 25), single room, single skiff, 
extra transports outside the regular program, extra nights at Havanna 
and tips to guides (rec USD400 per boat).

Max anglers per week: 12 / 6 boats /

Tackle: each boat will be equipped with: 
1 Loop Nanocross rod #8 / Loop reel / floatline•	
1 Loop Nanocross rod #10 / Loop reel / floatline•	
1 Loop Nanocross rod #12 / Loop reel / floatline•	
1 Loop Nanocross rod #12 / Loop reel / int line•	
1 Loop Nanocross rod #12 / Loop reel / sink 3 line•	
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bookinG and information 
For more information and booking requests please contact 
Christer Sjöberg: christer@solidadventures.com
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After fishing in Cuba for almost 13 years, this was the first time to try out the Islands on the north coast. The Islands south of Cuba where I 
have been on my previous trips has a fantastic population of Bonefish, but I have to say that the bigger Tarpons have been a bit few and far 
in between.

Our first trip to the North coast took place in February and was tuff due to heavy wind, but the next trip in May should give us a test of both 
man and equipment. All the Cayos up there are scenic and holds a lot of Tarpon the rumors says. Santa Maria, Guillermo, Paradon and 
Cayo Coco is all next to each other and to see my old friend Fabrizio running it was even better. During the 1h flight from Havana we saw 
flat after flat after flat appearing and disappearing under us and you realize the potential of these areas. Once we landed we were trans-
ported to our all Inclusive hotel which is a very comfortable and great way of staying and with only a short drive to the marina it works out 
great.

The first day we had a lot of contact with Tarpon between 40-100lbs and Nic 
landed a nice 60-70lbs as the biggest. We lost and missed at least 20 fish that day 
due to bad hook ups and rusty fighting technique. During the next couple of day 
we were chasing fish between 150-200lbs, but on the white sand they were very shy 
and easily spooked. Paul and Phil had a great ball with different big fish as Jack, 
Snapper and Barracuda, landing big numbers. Morten and Atle were landing 
some nice Bonefish, but for me, Nic, Henrik and Peter it was all about challenging 
the Tarpons. Peter and I had a double hookup and landed one 40 and one 80lbs before I hooked up a monster fish that took us 1h20m 
before it jumped off. We had a lot of action that Thursday. Going back to the same place the next day I was shore that I had lost the fish of 
my life the day before, but! Just after 12 pm I hook a fish that after 9-10 200m runs, dragging the boat with 3 men aboard and took us 7km 
over the flats for nearly 4h was measured to 87 inch or 2m 20cm long. After releasing the fish in the water we all just looked at each other 
and couldn’t believe what just had happened! What a Tarpon!

Tight lines / Reid Hagelin
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